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PREFACE
Dear Customer/Service technician,
You have purchased a diesel particulate filter from HUSS Umwelttechnik GmbH which includes an Electronic
Control Unit (ECU). It regulates and controls the filter operation and the regeneration of the filter by motor
external diesel injection.
You will learn the many functions and possibilities of the ECU while becoming acquainted with the
accompanying software.
This manual summarizes the essential information for correct management of the ECU and explains
important processes step by step. It shows the options you have as a technician to read and analyze error
messages and data and informs you about the maintenance processes of the particulate filter (and how it
must be done).
The general instructions and information about the operation of the filter, and the warranty conditions are
unchanged. You will find these in the user manual of your filter system.

Yours, HUSS Umwelttechnik GmbH
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1. LED FUNCTIONS
Normal Driving:
Driving:

Green is on

System is OK.

Green blinking

Regeneration is running, continue operating at high
load level.

Red blinking

The filter needs to be regenerated but the exhaust gas
temperature is too low. Operation at a higher exhaust
gas temperature is necessary.

Red & Green blinking

Maintenance by a qualified (HUSS) technician is
necessary. Make an appointment with HUSS or a HUSS
authorized repair shop.

Regeneration:

Maintenance:
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Errors:
Errors :
If the red LED is on permanently there is an error in the system, the filter can not be regenerated anymore
and repairing is necessary. Please make an appointment with HUSS or a HUSS authorized repair shop.

Red & Green are on

An error occurred, the backpressure is low. You can still
drive normally, however maintenance by a trained
specialist of the system is required.

Red is on &
Green blinks

An error occurred, the backpressure is medium,
avoid operating under full load. Maintenance by a
trained specialist of the system is urgently required.

Red is on

An error occurred, the backpressure has reached its
maximum level. Only drive to next repair shop /
garage. Maintenance by a trained specialist of the
system is urgently required, immediately!

Both LED’s are off

The engine is off. If both LED’s are off and the engine is
running, then there is an error in the system. Either the
filter system is out of operation or the red LED is
defective. There is a high danger of the filter
overloading. Maintenance by a trained specialist of the
system is urgently required.
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2. SOFTWARE INSTALLATION
Requirement:
PC with operating system Windows XP or higher.
Display format 1024 x 768 pixels.
Installation of software on your own PC:
You can find the file on CD or received it by email.
1. Click the file ‘HussDPF_Setup_[Version].exe’
‘HussDPF_Setup_[Version].exe’ (double-click).
2. Installation starts automatically, by clicking ‘Next’.
‘Next’
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3. Accept the terms of agreement by clicking ‘I Agree’.
Agree’

4. Choose installation location, then click ‘Install’.
‘Install’
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5. Once installation is complete click ‘Next’.
‘Next’

6. Finishing installation by clicking ‘Finish’.
‘Finish’
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A shortcut to the software ‘HUSS DPF’ will automatically appear on the desktop.

During installation of the software a folder to store data and error logger files was created. In general you
will find it on C:\HUSS_DPF_REPORT. If you want to change its storage location, you can do this in the HUSS
DPF Software under ‘Parameters > Settings’ (top left).
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3. CONNECTION BETWEEN ECU AND LAPTOP
1. Connect Laptop and the ECU with USB 2.0 connecting cable (see photo).

(left to right, USB laptop connection, ECU connection)

2. Open the program ‘HUSS DPF’ by double clicking on shortcut icon on the desktop.
3. Confirm window ‘Start in offline mode?’ click ‘Ja’ (Yes).

4. Set up connection, go to ‘Communication > (Re)connect’ (top left).
The word ‘Offline’ is visible on the right bottom side of the window, if there is no connection between laptop
and the ECU. If the connection is set up successfully, the word ‘Online’
‘On line’ is written on the bottom right side of
the window. When online, you can also see the actual measured values, the numbers of regenerations, the
working hours and the operating hours until next maintenance.
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Number of regenerations

Working hours

Operating hours until next maintenance
5. Press ‘Ctrl + T’ at the same time, ‘Service Technicians Logon’ window will appear. Type the password
‘HUSS’ and click ‘OK’.
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4. DATA LOGGER READ OUT
By reading out the data logger you gain valuable information about the operation of the system. You must
save the data. In the case of warranty a complete (without gaps) data recording is required and has to be
sent to the manufacturer (service@hussgroup.com).
1. Setup connection between the ECU and Laptop (see chapter 3).
2. Ignition needs to be off (‘PC communication only’ mode).
3. Click on tab ‘Data Logger’ and on sub tab ‘Data’,
‘Data’ then on the active button ‘Load from ECU’.
ECU’
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4. A window ‘Customer Entries’ will open. You can either fill in the date manually or click the ‘Today’
button; and the date of your computer will be used. Fill in the fields and click ‘OK’.
‘OK’

5. A ‘Save as’ window will open. The storage location (C:\HUSS_DPF_REPORT) is suggested and the file
name will be created out of the customer’s data (D_date_customer_machine_machinenumber). The
measured values get saved as .csv files by clicking on ‘Save’.
‘Save’
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Only the first 510 data sets are visible in the window of the software. All data are saved as .csv files at the
selected storage location. If more than 510 data records were saved the following window will appear.

6. Delete the saved records on the Data Logger by clicking on ‘Clear on ECU’ after you created the Data
Logger Report (see chapter 6).
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5. ERROR LOGGER READ OUT
By reading out the error logger you gain valuable information about any errors that occurred during
operation of the system. You must save the data. In the case of warranty a complete (without gaps) error log
is required and has to be sent to the manufacturer (service@hussgroup.com).
1. Setup connection between the ECU and Laptop (see chapter 3).
2. Ignition needs to be off (‘PC communication only’ mode).
3. Click on tab ‘Error Logger’ on the active button ‘Load from ECU’.
ECU’
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4. A window ‘Customer Entries’ will open. If you ran the ‘Data Logger’ in the previous step and have already
filled out this form, the software will show your previous inputs. You can either fill in the date manually or
click the ‘Today’ button; and the date of your computer will be used. If fields are blank, fill in the fields and
click ‘OK’.
‘OK’

5. A ‘Save as’ window will open. The storage location (C:\HUSS_DPF_REPORT) will be suggested and the file
name will be created out of the customer’s entries (E_date_customer_machine_machinenumber). The error
codes get saved as a .csv files by clicking on ‘Save’.
‘Save’
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6. The error codes will occur on the tab ’Error Logger’.
Logger’ For help resolving these errors, the meaning of the
codes are explained in the table in Chapter 10 ‘Error Codes’. Please refer to them to find the error and
possible causes.

7. Delete the saved records on the Error Logger by clicking on ‘Clear on ECU’ after you created the Data
Logger Report (see chapter 6).
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6. CREATE, SAVE AND PRINT REPORT
The report contains all important data of the filter system. It contains the customer’s data, the name of the
parameters set on the ECU, the counts of regenerations and maintenance, the last error codes and the image
created out of all measured values. This helps analyzing data and if the customer is interested it can be
displayed and printed. It must be saved as a .pdf file for documentation purposes. In the case of warranty,
the .pdf file needs to be sent to the manufacturer (service@hussgroup.com).
1. Read out Data and Error Logger (see chapter 4 and 5). If you did not read out all needed information, one
of the following messages will occur.
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2. Click on tab ‘Data Logger’ on sub tab ‘Chart / Overview’.
Overview’ A diagram out of all measured values will be
created and shown here. You can zoom in on specific parts of it, simply by marking an area (left mouse
click).
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3. Create report by clicking on ‘Pageview / Print’.
Print’ Report Preview window will open.

Printer Setup

Printer
Printe r
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4. Print report.
You can choose your printer by clicking on ‘Printer Setup’.
Setup’ Confirm your choice with ‘OK’.
‘OK’ You can print the
report by clicking on the ‘Printer’.
‘Printer’

5. Save report.
You need to save the report as a .pdf file. Therefore you need to install any kind of FreePDF / PDFCreator
(available as freeware on the internet). Select FreePDF / PDFCreator as printer after you’ve clicked on
‘Printer Setup’,
Setup’ confirm by clicking ‘OK’.
‘OK’
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5.1. By clicking on the symbol ‘Printer’ a window of your .pdf file creating software will open. You will
probably need to fill out the fields and then click ‘Save’.
‘Save’

5.2. A ‘Save as’ window will open. Select the folder C:\HUSS_DPF_REPORT as storage location and name the
file following this system (date_DataLogger_Report_customer’s name_machine number).
The data logger report will get saved as a .pdf file by clicking on ‘Save’
‘Save’.
e’
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5.3. The created .pdf file will contain all customer entries, names of the recent parameter and matrix file,
measured values, latest error codes and an image containing all measured values (see following example).
6. Delete the entries of Data and Error Logger now by clicking on ‘Clear on ECU’ on each tab (see chapters
4 and 5).
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7. PARAMETER / MATRIX READ OUT AND LOAD
Loading of a new parameter set / dm matrix is only necessary if the manufacturer asked you to do so, and
has supplied you with the required data file.
1. Setup connection between the ECU and Laptop (see chapter 3).
2. Ignition needs to be off (‘PC communication only’ mode).
3. To be able to read out parameter or matrix of the ECU or to load them onto it you need to click on the tab.
4. The tab ‘ECU MD Parameters’ shows the chosen parameters.

example

4.1. With ‘Parameters > Save whole Parameters to file’ you can read the whole parameter set out of the
ECU control and save it as a .par file. A ‘Save as’ window opens, name the file according to following pattern
(date_customer_vehicle) and choose storage location C:\HUSS_DPF_REPORT.
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4.2. With ‘Parameters > Load Parameters from file to ECU’ you can load a whole parameter set from its
storage location to the ECU. The parameters get saved in the ECU automatically.
5. The tab ‘The dm Matrix’ shows the pulsing of the fuel pump during regeneration at a certain combination
of revolution speed and temperature.

example

5.1. With ‘Parameters > Save whole Parameters to file’ you can read the whole matrix set out of the ECU
control and save it as a .dmm file. A ‘Save as’ window opens, name the file according to following pattern
(date_customer_vehicle) and choose a storage location C:\HUSS_DPF_REPORT.
5.2. With ‘Parameters > Load Parameters
Parameters from file to ECU’ you can load a whole matrix set from its
storage location to the ECU. The matrix values get saved in the ECU automatically.
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8. ENGINE SPEED SIGNAL CALIBRATION
The engine speed signal from the dynamo varies from vehicle to vehicle and it needs to be calibrated with
each MD installation.
The measured engine speed is shown on the register tab “Measured Values”. That value there needs to be the
same as the engine speed showed by the revolution counter in the cockpit.
The signal can be calibrated as follows:
1. Set up connection between Laptop and ECU (see chapter 3).
2. Log in as technician (see chapter 3).
3. Click onto the register card “ECU MD Parameters” and change the value for the parameter “Factor for
engine speed by Terminal W”.
4. Save all your changes via “Parameters” >> “Write to ECU” on the ECU and check the displayed engine
speed. Is is higher than the real value, reduce the factor. Is the engine speed to low, enlarge the value.
5. Are both engine speed signals not the same yet, repeat steps 3 and 4 until they are.
6. Check, if both signals are the same in the lower and superior idle.

8. DREHZAHL SIGNAL EINSTELLEN
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9. COMPONENTS TEST
1. Set up connection between your computer and the ECU (see chapter 3).
2. The red error LED needs to be off, that means there must not be any error.
3. Ignition needs to be off (‘PC communication only’ mode).
4. Each component can be switched on and off by the use of the virtual controller switches on the tab. This
function can be used to vent the fuel pumps and pipes (open magnetic valve before doing so!).

5. By clicking on ‘Start test regeneration’,
regeneration’ you can start an electrical regeneration test. All components
will be switched on and off in order of regeneration (duration: approx. 10 seconds). The result will be shown
with ‘Success!’ or ‘Fail!’.
Fail!’

If ‘Success!’ appears, all components are connected correctly.
If ‘Fail!’ appears, there is an error; you can read out the error
on the error logger’s memory (see chapter 5).
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10. MAINTENANCE
Maintenance MDMD-Filter (in general):
Maintenance needs to be done every 1000 hours of operation time (for off-road machines), respectively
every 50000 km / 31000 miles, but at least once a year (for on-road machines). Depending on the
application (very heavy duty, dusty environment, etc.) the maintenance interval needs to be reduced.
Maintenance procedure:
In general:
Control the filter system and its components optically for damages and loose parts.
Check electrical bonding / chassis / counterweight / base plate (always to battery).
Check voltage / power of battery.
Fill out checklist and store it at safe location!
Pressure pipe:
Test pressure pipe for leaks, correct connection, chafe marks and bends.
Cable:
Check cable for damages.
Fuel supply:
Fuel pump: visual and sound check, horizontal installation position.
Test fuel pipe for leaks, correct connection, chafe marks and bends.
Change fuel filter and clamps.
Aerosol generator:
Visual check, check connection of copper pipe and cable.
Clean fuel injector! Blow air through the vaporizer to make sure the coil inside is not blocked.
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Solenoid valve:
Check the correct seating position of electric connections; test the fuel pipe and the copper pipe for leaking.
Note the installation position (direction of flow according to the direction of the arrow).
Filter:
Check for visible damages on the outside and inside.
Check the monolith for cracks/outlet of soot on the backside.
Channel by channel white ash needs to be sucked into an industrial vacuum cleaner (by a back pressure level
of 30 mbar or higher after regeneration at high idle).
Renew gaskets and check clamps for correct and tight seating position (modular system), respectively
screws of the maintenance openings (non-modular system).
Seal:
Seal:
All seals are to be checked, and need to be replaced if they are not sealing properly.
Exhaust pipe:
pipe:
Entire exhaust pipe needs to be checked for leaks, especially that all connections are completely sealed.
Flexible pipe:
pipe:
Check flexibility. Vibrations from the engine need to be kept away from the filter.
Condensate trap:
Open the condensate trap, remove the condensate water and close the trap again.
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Cleaning of the MDMD-Filter:
Filter:
For the maintenance of the modular filter system, the filter element (module B) needs to be dismounted.
Therefore you need to unscrew the screws of the module brackets.

M odule C
(exhaust outlet)
M odule A (DOC)
(exhaust inlet)

M odule B
(particle--filter)
(particle
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On the exhaust inlet side a spezial adapter has to be mounted, which provides a connection to an
industrial vacuum cleaner. The procedure of assembling is shown below:

assembling of the
adapter

module gasket
module bracket

adapter

When the adapter is mounted, it can be connected with the provided connection tube. There is a special
HEPA particle filter integrated in this tube, where the soot will be collected. The vacuum cleaner can be
started now.
To enforce the cleaning efficiency, the filter needs to be cleaned with compressed air channel by
channel.
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cleaning with compressed
air
suction with industrial
vaccum cleaner

Change the gaskets and mount the cleaned filter element in its original position.
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Cleaning of nonnon -modular filter system:
Open maintenance openings (sideways [A] and in the back [B]), unscrew the screws and lift the lids.

D
C

B
A
Fix maintenance adapter on opening at the side [A], connect adapter with micro-fine dust collector’s
container using a hose. Connect the industrial vacuum cleaner with the dust collector using the vacuum
cleaner’s hose, and switch it on. Clean filter channel by channel with compressed air.

Check if white ash got trapped between filter [C] and oxidation catalyst [D]. In this case vacuum it up.
Finally change the gaskets and close the lids tightly again.
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Maintenance PCPC-software ECU:
1. Read out error and data logging memory, save measured values as .csv files.
2. Create a data logger report and save it as a .pdf file.
3. Delete the memories of data and error logger.
4. Maintenance / service must be done.
5. Reset the operating hours until next maintenance counter to it’s original values, by clicking ‘Reset’ on
the measure values tab in the software.
6. Switch off the red error LED after repairing an error, if necessary. And check that the green LED is on.
7. Upload the actual parameter / matrix set onto the ECU when necessary.
8. Document your changes (new parameters / matrix set, ‘Reset’ of maintenance counter, no more errors)
by creating a new data logger report. Make sure you have a unique file name when saving it (see chapter 6).
(See “user manual ECU” for details how to do it.)
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11. ERROR CODES
Affected Port

Error Code
(PC presentation)

Level

Description

SYSTEM

MAINTENANCE
(Maintenance due)

informative

Maintenance is due.

ECU

RESET
(Reset)

informative

ECU was reset (restarted),
For instance: ignition
on/off, or flashing
firmware

SYSTEM

MAN_REG
(Manual Regeneration)

informative

Manual regeneration was
started.

SYSTEM

Too many T2 reg
aborts

error

Too many regeneration
aborts because of T2 too
low.

TEMPERATURE_1

T1_TOO_LOW
(T1 too low)

warning

Regeneration is due, but
T1 is too low to start
regeneration.

PARAMETERS

UNINIT
(Uninitialized)

error

Parameters are not
configured. Defaults
are used instead.

PARAMETERS

CHECKSUM
(checksum)

error

Parameters could not be
properly read from FRAM.
Defaults are used instead.

[any of the
outputs*]

OL
(Open load)

error

Open load (= not
connected)

[any of the
outputs*]

SC_UB
(Short circuit U_B)

error

Short circuit to U_B

[any of the
outputs*]

SC_GND
(Short circuit GND)

error

Short circuit to ground.
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Possible Causes

Amout of fuel during regeneration
could be to less, fuel supply system
could be defective

FRAM could be defective.

Affected Port

Error Code
(PC presentation)

Level

Description

Possible Causes

AEROSOL_
GENERATOR_
SUPERVISION

AEROSOL_GENERATOR_
SUPERVISION_ON
(Is not off)

error

Aerosolgenerator
supervision is on although
the aerosol generator
relay is off.

A) When relay is closed, wrongly
(should be open):
A1) Relay 1 is defective.
A2) Signal line from pin2 to relay1
has a short circuit to U_B (This error
would also be detected as SC_UB at
the AEROESOL_GENERATOR_RELAY.)
B) When relay is open:
B1) Signal line from aerosol
generator1 to pin9 has a short circuit
to U_B.
B2) Signal line from aerosol
generator1 to Pin9 is broken (open
input = HIGH).
B3) Line between Relais1 und aerosol
generator1 has a short circuit to U_B.
B4) Aerosol generator1 is not
connected (open input=HIGH).
B5) Aerosol generator1 is defective
(open input = HIGH).

AEROSOL_
GENERATOR_
SUPERVISION_2

AEROSOL_GENERATOR_
SUPERVISION_2_ON
(Is not off)

error

Aerosolgenerator
supervision2 is on
although the aerosol
generator relay is off.

A) When relay2 is closed, wrongly
(should be open):
A1) Relay 2 is defective.
A2) Signal line from pin2 to relay2 has
a short circuit to U_B (This error would
also be detected as SC_UB at the
AEROESOL_GENERATOR_RELAY.)
B) When relay2 is open:
B1) Signal line from aerosol
generator2 to pin18 has a short
circuit to U_B.
B2) Signal line from aerosol
generator2 to Pin18 is broken (open
input = HIGH).
B3) Line between Relais2 und aerosol
generator2 has a short circuit to U_B.
B4) Aerosol generator2 is not
connected (open input=HIGH).
B5) Aerosol generator2 is defective
(open input = HIGH).
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Affected Port

Error Code
(PC presentation)

Level

Description

Possible Causes

AEROSOL_
GENERATOR_
SUPERVISION

AEROSOL_GENERATOR_
SUPERVISION_OFF
(Is not on)

error

Aerosolgenerator
supervision is off although
the aerosol generator
relay is on.

A) When relay is open, wrongly
(should be closed):
A1) Relay1 is defective.
A2) Signal line from pin2 to relay1
has a short circuit to GND. (This error
would also be detected as SC_GND by
AEROSOL_GENERATOR_RELAY).
A3) Signal line from pin2 to relay1 is
broken.
B) When relay1 is closed:
B1) Signal line between relay1 and
aerosol generator1 is broken.
B2) Signal line between U_B and
relay1 is broken.
B3) Signal line from aerosol
generator1 to pin9 is broken and has a
short circuit to GND.

AEROSOL_
GENERATOR_
SUPERVISION_2

AEROSOL_GENERATOR_
SUPERVISION_2_OFF
(Is not on)

error

Aerosolgenerator
supervision2 is off
although the aerosol
generator relay is on.

A) When relay2 is open, wrongly
(should be closed):
A1) Relay2 is defective.
A2) Signal line from pin2 to relay2 has
a short circuit to GND. (This error
would also be detected as SC_GND by
AEROSOL_GENERATOR_RELAY).
A3) Signal line from pin2 to relay2 is
broken.
B) When relay2 is closed:
B1) Signal line between relay2 and
aerosol generator2 is broken.
B2) Signal line between U_B and
relay2 is broken.
B3) Signal line from aerosol
generator2 to pin18 is broken and has
a short circuit to GND.

NAND

FULL (Full)

error

Data Logger is full.

NAND

OTHER (Other)

error

Cannot write into data
logger. (Bad NAND. No
valid blocks in data
logger.)
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NAND flash is bad (could be caused by
age or environmental conditions).

Affected Port

Error Code
(PC presentation)

Level

Description

Possible Causes

AIN

DP_LT_0_1
(dp voltage < 10%)

error

Voltage of the signal of
the pressure sensor is less
than 10% of its supply.

If properly connected, the differential
pressure sensor must be defective.

AIN

DP_GT_0_9
(dp voltage > 90%)

error

Voltage of the signal of
the pressure sensor is
higher than 90% of ist
supply.

If properly connected, the differential
pressure sensor must be defective.
If voltage of signal is > 100% of
supply, the signal line or the supply
line of the sensor could be broken.

AIN

DP_LT_DP_MIN_IDLE

error

Measured dp is below the
minimum dp of an idle
running engine.

Probably the pressure measurement hose
is torn off.

TEMPERATURE_1

OVERFLOW
(Overflow)

error

Temperature value of a
reference resistor not in
valid range.

ECU is defective.

TEMPERATURE_2

OVERFLOW
(Overflow)

error

Temperature value of a
reference resistor not in
valid range.

ECU is defective.

TEMPERATURE_1

RANGE
(Out of range)

error

AD value of Pt_100_1 not
in valid range.

Pt100_1 not properly connected.

TEMPERATURE_2

RANGE
(Out of range)

error

AD value of Pt_100_2 not
in valid range.

Pt100_2 not properly connected.

*outputs = System, ECU, Temperature_1, Temperature_2, Parameters, Aerosol_Generator_Supervision, Fuel Pump
Aerosol_Generator_Supervision_2, NAND, AIN, LED red, LED green
Date updated: 27.08.09
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